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Abstract

Runtime monitoring is a lightweight verification approach based on the extraction
of information from a running system. This information is used to detect violations
of a given specification to ensure the correctness of the system at runtime.
Lola 2.0 is a simple and expressive specification language and stream processing
engine for monitoring temporal properties and computing complex statistical mea-
surements. It supports dynamic stream generation as well as parameterization
with data. This enables monitoring of new subtasks on their own timescale.
Lola 2.0 is currently applied to unmanned aircraft systems at DLR. For this pur-
pose, specifications have so far only been evaluated by an interpreter. This thesis
will change that, since a compiled C code monitor strongly improves the maintain-
ability of a specification. Compared to the general interpreter code, the generated
C code greatly eases the process of understanding and verifying the monitor. This
enables the opportunity of easily modifying the C code monitor itself, whereby
a higher flexibility in testing and also under actual deployment is granted. Fur-
thermore, the compilation could speed up the monitoring process in general by
eliminating the computational overhead that an interpreter brings along.
In this thesis we present an approach to translate Lola 2.0 to C as well as the imple-
mentation of a compiler.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, reactive systems and especially autonomous systems obtain more
and more acceptance in everyday life. Such systems have to make secure and reli-
able decisions in safety-critical environments, which leads to the necessity of veri-
fication.
Runtime Verification is a lightweight formal method to ensure the correctness of a
system at runtime. Given a specification of desired properties, a monitor processes
the execution trace of the system to detect possible violations. This technique is
even applicable when other verification approaches like Model Checking fail due
to state space explosion. Furthermore we are able to incrementally introduce Run-
time Verification into the system during the development process.
Specifications may be expressed in formal languages, which enables formal rea-
soning and the automated generation of monitors. Their descriptive nature makes
them easy to maintain compared to handwritten monitoring code.
Lola 2.0 is a stream-based specification language for runtime monitoring of syn-
chronous systems [5]. Stream-based means that it continuously produces output
streams from a given set of input streams. Lola 2.0 can not only describe correct-
ness assertions and statistical measures but also supports parameterization and dy-
namic stream generation. Despite its expressiveness, it is easy to understand and
closes the gap between temporal logics and hand-written monitor code.
The applicability of Lola 2.0 in practicewas elaborated in several case studies at Ger-
manAerospaceCenter (DLR) [2][15]. Lola 2.0was capable to express required prop-
erties for the online and offline monitoring of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS).
Offline monitoring describes the analysis of log files, containing the output traces
of a system, whereas online monitoring denotes the analysis of a system’s output
streams during runtime. The specifications were evaluated by an interpreter and
the results show that Lola 2.0 is efficient enough to be used in practice.
An interpreter always brings along some computational overhead which limits its
computation speed. To make Lola 2.0 even more interesting for industrial use, this
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thesis will present a compiler that generates C code from a given Lola 2.0 specifi-
cation. Thereby we achieve an eased understanding and verifying process as main
advantage compared to the general interpreter code. Due to the improved code
readability the significantly increasedmaintainability of thewholemonitoring pro-
cess is attained, which promotes the industrial use of Lola 2.0.
Furthermore, the compilation eliminates the computational overhead that an inter-
preter brings along. The ability of speeding up the whole monitoring process will
be examined by a computation speed comparison between interpreted and com-
piled versions of some example specifications.
Now we will take a more detailed look in how the compiler works.
The compilation starts with the abstract syntax tree (AST) of a specification. Out
of that, we will generate a Dependency Graph (DG) as an intermediate representa-
tion. The analysis of the DG reveals information about what kind of specification is
given. Lola 2.0 enables accessing past and future values of streams by giving an off-
set. A negative offset takes past values, whereas a positive offset references a future
value. Since most applications do not need positive offsets, we solely deal with the
zero and negative ones, whose evaluation is much simpler. After constructing the
DG, we describe our compilation algorithm and give examples of the generated C
code. Finally, we conduct some experiments with example specifications to deter-
mine the performance of our generated code compared to an interpreted Lola 2.0
specification.

1.1 Related Work

Lola 2.0 is a stream-based specification language that was mainly developed for
Runtime Verification of synchronous systems [3, 5].
A very common approach to specify correctness properties are temporal logics like
LTL [13]. They are well known and easy to maintain compared to hand-written
monitor code. Furthermore it is possible to automatically generate automata out
of a given LTL formula [6, 7, 4]. In a further step the automaton can be automati-
cally translated to a C code monitor [12]. LTL specifications can be expressed by a
boolean subset of Lola 2.0. But Lola 2.0 is also able to take statistical measures of the
system, which LTL itself can not do.
BeepBeep 3 [8] is an event stream processing tool with similar expressiveness to
Lola 2.0. It can also be used for online runtime monitoring as well as the offline
analysis of logs. One difference is the ability of Lola 2.0 to reference not only past
but also future values of a stream. Unfortunately BeepBeep 3 is implemented as Java
library and therefore not ideally applicative for runtimemonitoring embedded sys-
tems, which are not necessarily able to run Java.
TeSSLa [11] was developed as specification language for runtime verification on
multi-core systems. It can be seen as an extension, based on asynchronous streams,
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of LOLA, the predecessor of Lola 2.0. So far there exists only a TeSSLa compiler for
FPGA synthesis. Due to an intermediate representation, changing the specification
requires no complete re-synthesizing of the FPGA, in contrast to other hardware-
based techniques. A big difference to Lola 2.0 despite the asynchrony, is that cyclic
dependencies into the past are limited and future references are not allowed.
There exists also an approach to translate the predecessor of Lola 2.0 to VHDL [9].
By using an FPGA we benefit from the processing speed on the one hand, but we
are heavily restricted in expressiveness compared to Lola 2.0 on the other hand. For
the translation to VHDL, cyclic positive offsets are prohibited and the most impor-
tant features of Lola 2.0 namely parameterization and dynamic stream generation
get lost.
Another idea is the transformation of a Lola 2.0 specification to Quantitative Regu-
lar Expressions (QREs) [16]. Such a translation is feasible in several cases, but often
very expensive. Furthermore Lola 2.0 and QREs differ in their expressiveness.

1.2 Outline

In Chapter 2, we propose the specification language Lola 1.0 by formally defin-
ing its syntax and semantics. After that, we present the syntactical extension of
Lola 1.0, which leads to Lola 2.0, and define corresponding semantics according to
Faymonville et al. [5]. We additionally specify the dependency graph for Lola 2.0
specifications and its usage to define well-formed specifications.
Chapter 3 deals with the compilation approach for Lola 2.0. We first define the
abstract syntax tree (AST) for Lola 2.0 specifications and specify admissible types.
After that, we present the structure of the implemented dependency graph (DG)
and how it is built from the AST. By means of the DG, we impose some restrictions
on Lola 2.0 specifications and name limitations of our implemented compiler. Sub-
sequently, we define our algorithm for generating an evaluation order from a given
DG. We complete Chapter 3 by giving code examples to explain the composition
of the generated main.c code file, and the auxiliary data structures with associated
functions.
In Chapter 4, we discuss the experimental results and compare the performance of
the generated code to the interpreted version. Chapter 5 points out possible exten-
sions of the compiler and identifies potential improvements of the generated code.
We conclude our thesis in Chapter 6 by briefly summing up our findings.



Chapter 2

Lola

Lola is a stream-based specification language for online and offline monitoring of
synchronous systems. It is not only suitable formonitoring temporal properties but
also for computing complex statistical measures. As we will see in the following
sections, Lola is a simple and expressive specification language which allows for
past and future references.
First we introduce the original Lola which we call now Lola 1.0. Afterwards we
define the extensions that lead us to Lola 2.0.

2.1 Lola 1.0

A Lola 1.0 specification defines typed input and output streams. Input streams
t1 . . . tm with corresponding types T1 . . . Tm are called independent variables. Out-
put streams s1 . . . sn with corresponding types Tm+1 . . . Tm+n are called dependent
variables.

2.1.1 Lola 1.0 Syntax

Definition 2.1. (Lola 1.0 specification) [3]
A Lola 1.0 specification is a set of equations over dependent and independent stream
variables, of the form

input T1 t1

...
input Tm tm

output Tm+1 s1 := e1(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn)
...

output Tm+n sn := en(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn)
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where e1, . . . , en are stream expressions over t1, . . . , tm and s1, . . . , sn.
A Lola 1.0 specification can also declare one or more triggers over boolean expres-
sions. Triggers are specified as

trigger ϕ

where ϕ is a boolean expression over stream variables.

At any instant of time, a trigger expression evaluates to true, the trigger gener-
ates a notification. That is the way how we are able to take notice of violations of
given system properties.

Definition 2.2. (Lola 1.0 stream expressions) [3]
A Lola 1.0 stream expression is constructed by the following rules:

• if c is a constant value of type T ,
then c is a stream expression of type T

• if s is a (dependent or independent) stream variable of type T ,
then s is a stream expression of type T

• let f : T1 × T2 × · · · × Tk 7−→ T be a k -ary operator.
If for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ei is an expression of type Ti, then f(e1, . . . , ek) is a stream
expression of type T

• if b is a boolean stream expression and e1, e2 are stream expressions of type T ,
then ite(b, e1, e2) is a stream expression of type T

• if e is a stream expression of type T , d is a constant of type T ,
and i is an integer,
then e[i, d] is a stream expression of type T .

In the above definition, the first two kinds of expressions are called atomic ex-
pressions. The ite(b, e1, e2) expression denotes the common if-expression. The ex-
pression e[i, d] of the last construction rule is called offset expression and represents
the value of expression e at the position with offset i dependent on the current time
stamp. If expression e is not defined at that position, since it is past the end or before
the beginning of the stream, the constant d is taken as default value.

2.1.2 Lola 1.0 Semantics

To characterize the semantics of Lola 1.0 we formally define the relation between
input streams and output streams. To accomplish this, we inductively define an
evaluation function val that leads us to the concept of evaluation models.
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Definition 2.3. (Lola 1.0 Evaluation Models) [3]
Let P be a Lola 1.0 specification over independent stream variables t1, . . . , tm and
dependent stream variables s1, . . . , sn. Further, let τ1, . . . , τm be the input streams
of length N with corresponding types.
The tuple 〈σ1, . . . , σn〉 of output streams with lengthN is called evaluation model for
specification P , if for every equation

output Ti si := ei(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn)

of P , the associated evaluation equation

σi(j) = val(ei)(j) for 0 ≤ j < N

is satisfied and the type of σi complies Ti.

Given a stream expression e and a position j, the evaluation function val returns
the value of e at that position. val is inductively defined as follows:
Base cases:

• val(c)(j) = c

• val(ti)(j) = τi(j)

• val(si)(j) = σi(j)

Inductive cases:

• val(f(e1, . . . , ek))(j) = f(val(e1)(j), . . . , val(ek)(j))

• val(ite(b, e1, e2))(j) = if val(b)(j) then val(e1)(j) else val(e2)(j)

• val(e[k, d])(j) =

 val(e)(j + k) for 0 ≤ j + k < N

d otherwise

Note that contradictions and non-terminating recursive stream definitions can
lead to the existence of none or multiple evaluationmodels. A Lola 1.0 specification
that has exactly one evaluation model for any kind of appropriate input, is called
well-defined [3].

2.2 Lola 2.0

Lola 2.0 was originally proposed in combination with network intrusion detection.
For this purpose Lola 1.0 was extended by stream equation templates that introduced
two new key features. They effect that Lola 2.0 obtains the abilities to carry data
along the streams aswell as it enables the dynamic generation of newoutput streams.
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2.2.1 Lola 2.0 Syntax

We will now take a look at the syntactical extension that leads us to Lola 2.0.

Definition 2.4. (Stream Equation Templates) [5]
Lola 2.0 generalizes Lola 1.0 stream equations to stream equation templates of the
following form:

output T s〈p1 : T1, . . . , pl : Tl〉
inv : sinv

ext : sext

ter : ster

:=e(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn, p1, . . . , pl)

A stream equation template defines a template variable s of type T . This template
variable depends on parameters p1, . . . , pl with corresponding types T1, . . . , Tl.
For given values v1, . . . , vl of matching types Tp1 , . . . , Tpl

,
an instance of s is defined as:

s〈v1, . . . , vl〉 = e(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn, p1, . . . , pl)[p1/v1, . . . , pl/vl]

The template stream expression e(t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn, p1, . . . , pl) extends the defi-
nition of Lola 1.0 stream expressions as follows:

• let pi for i ∈ {1, . . . , l} be a parameter of type Ti ,
then pi is a template stream expression of type Ti

• let s be a template variable and Op be an aggregation operator of type T ,
then Op(s) is a template stream expression of type T

– any(s) is an aggregation operator of type bool
– count(s) is an aggregation operator of type int

Stream equation templates depend on template variables sinv , sext and ster which
are called auxiliary streams:

• sinv denotes the invocation stream variable of s and has type Tp1 × · · · × Tpl
.

Whenever an instance of sinv has value (v1, . . . , vl) , a new instance s〈v1, . . . , vl〉
of s is invoked (if it does not exist yet)

• sext denotes the extension stream variable of s and has type bool .
If s gets invoked by parameter value α = (v1, . . . , vl) , then an instance sαext of
the template variable sext is invoked with the same parameter value.
If at some position sαext evaluates to true, then the output stream s〈v1, . . . , vl〉
is computed at that position
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• ster denotes the termination stream variable of s and has type bool .
If s gets invoked by parameter value α = (v1, . . . , vl) , then an instance sαter of
the template variable ster is invoked with the same parameter value.
If at some position sαter evaluates to true, then the output stream s〈v1, . . . , vl〉
is terminated and does not exist until it is invoked again

Now we take a look at some simplifying arrangements of template streams and
show howwe obtain Lola 1.0 stream equations as special cases of template streams.

If for some template stream s

• the invocation stream sinv is omitted, it is set to the default stream σ0 that
produces the empty tuple () at every position.

• the extension stream sext is omitted, it is set to the default stream σtrue that
produces true at every position

• the termination stream ster is omitted, it is set to the default stream σfalse that
produces false at every position

We establish that Lola 1.0 stream equations can be constructed by taking a Lola 2.0
template stream equation with no parameters, and omitting all auxiliary streams.

2.2.2 Lola 2.0 Semantics

To formally define the semantics of Lola 2.0, we extend the previously proposed
concept of evaluation models.

Definition 2.5. (Lola 2.0 Evaluation Models) [5]
Let P be a Lola 2.0 specification over independent stream variables t1, . . . , tm and
dependent stream variables s1, . . . , sn with corresponding types T1, . . . , Tm+n. We
fix a natural number N ≥ 0 and define τ1, . . . , τm as input streams of length N .
A setΦ of output streams of lengthN is called an evaluation model of specificationP ,
if the below described conditions are satisfied. To indicate that an output stream
does not exist, since it has not been invoked before, we add the symbol # to the
types. Thus the type for an output stream is Tm+i ∪ {#} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. To denote
an instance of a template variable si with parameter value α, we use sαi . To refer to
the corresponding output stream in Φ, we use σαi . Now we take a look at the two
conditions for an evaluation model:

1. Condition 1:
Since new streams can be invoked during runtime, we can not predetermine
of how many, respectively of which streams the evaluation model consists. To
guarantee the condition that the evaluation model consist of a sufficiently
large set of streams, we build the set Φ inductively as follows:
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• σ0 ∈ Φ , σtrue ∈ Φ and σfalse ∈ Φ ,
where σ0 , σtrue and σfalse denote the above described default streams

• for every template stream variable si we do the following:
Let sinv denote the invocation streamvariable of si. If for someparameter
value α, the set Φ contains a stream σαinv , then Φ must also contain the
streams σβi corresponding to the instances of si , that are invoked by sαinv .
The parameter values β are given by the equation β = σαinv(j) , where
j < N and σαinv(j) 6= #

2. Condition 2:
Similar to the evaluation model of Lola 1.0, the second condition claims that
the streams σαi ∈ Φ satisfy their corresponding stream expressions ei. For
Lola 2.0 we have to distinguish whether a stream exists at some position j or
not:

σαi (j) =

 val(ei[p1/v1, . . . , pl/vl])(j) if alive(si, α, j)
# otherwise

where α = (v1, . . . , vl)

We define alive(si, α, j) as a function that evaluates to true, if the correspond-
ing stream σαi exists at position j. This means that at some position j′ < j an
instance of si has been invoked with parameter value α, and it has not been
terminated at any intermediate position j′′ with j′ < j′′ ≤ j.
As we did for Lola 1.0, we now define the evaluation function val inductively:
Let σαext be the extension stream of σαi :

− If σαext(j) = true then
Base cases:
• val(c)(j) = c

• val(th)(j) = τh(j) for 1 ≤ h ≤ m
Inductive cases:
• val(f(e1, . . . , ek))(j) = f(val(e1)(j), . . . , val(ek)(j))
• val(ite(b, e1, e2))(j) = if val(b)(j) then val(e1)(j) else val(e2)(j)
• val(count(sh))(j) =

∣∣{β | alive(sh, β, j) = true}
∣∣

• val(any(sh))(j) =

true if for any instance σβh(j) = true
false otherwise

• val(sβh[0, d])(j) =

σ
β
h(j) if alive(sh, β, j)
d otherwise
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• val(sβh[k, d])(j) =



d if j ≥ N or j < 0
val(eh[k − 1, d])(j + 1) if k > 0, σβext(j) = true
val(eh[k + 1, d])(j − 1) if k < 0, σβext(j) = true
val(eh[k, d])(j + 1) if k > 0
val(eh[k, d])(j − 1) otherwise

− otherwise for σαext(j) = false
• val(ei[p1/v1, . . . , pl/vl])(j) = #

After formally defining the semantics of Lola 2.0, we now briefly sum it up in
words:
Whenever the invoke stream of some template evaluates to a value that is not pa-
rameter of an instance of the template yet, a new instance is invoked with this pa-
rameter value. Consequently new instances of the corresponding extend stream
and terminate stream are invoked too. Whenever the extend stream of some tem-
plate instance evaluates to true, a new value of that instance is evaluated. Similarly,
if the terminate stream of a template instance evaluates to true, this instance is ter-
minated at that position. Nevertheless, the corresponding value at this position
exists, provided that the instance has been extended. Due to the extend stream of
a template, the stream instances follow their own local clocks instead of having the
same one clock for all streams as in Lola 1.0.

For Lola 2.0, the definition of well-defined specifications is the same as for Lola 1.0:

Definition 2.6. (Well-defined Specifications) [5]
A specification P is calledwell-defined, if it has a unique evaluation model Φ for any
set of appropriately typed input streams of length N .

Checking a Lola 2.0 specification for well-definedness is not easy, since it de-
scribes a semantic condition. A solution for this problem is given by a syntactic
criterion, which can be checked by means of the dependency graph.

Definition 2.7. (Dependency Graph) [5]
The dependency graph of a Lola 2.0 specification is a weighted and directed multi-
graph G = 〈V,E〉 with V = {t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn}. If stream expression ei of
template variable si contains some subexpression of type sk[w, d], we add an edge
e = 〈si, sk, w〉 from si to sk with weight w to the set E. Analogously, we add edges
leading from si to independent stream variables tk if necessary. An edge 〈si, sk, w〉
represents the dependency of si from template variable sk by an offset w. Since
stream expressions can have multiple references to the same stream variable but
with different offsets, we are talking about a multi-graph.
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Cyclic dependencies:
A sequence v1

e1,w1−−−→ v2 . . . vk
ek,wk−−−→ vk+1 where all ei = 〈vi, vi+1, wi〉 ∈ E and

v1 = vk+1 is called a cycle of the graph. The sum of all weights
∑k
i=1wi is called

total weight of the cycle.

After formally defining the dependency graph of a Lola 2.0 specification, we
now specify the syntactical criterion of well-formed specifications, which leads to
well-defined specifications.

Definition 2.8. (Well-formed Specifications) [5]
A specification P is called well-formed, iff its dependency graph G does not contain
a cycle of total weight zero.
A well-formed specification is guaranteed to be well-defined.



Chapter 3

Compiling Lola 2.0 to C

In this chapter, we propose our compilation approach for Lola 2.0. We describe
the abstract syntax tree of a specification and define the implemented dependency
graph. After illustrating its build-up, we describe the analysis of the dependency
graph and determine some restrictions of Lola 2.0. Finally, we present our algo-
rithm to generate an evaluation order and explain the main file’s structure as well
as additionally generated data structures.

3.1 Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)

The starting point of our compilation is the AST of a Lola 2.0 specification, whose
structure is described only briefly. Furthermore we specify the types allowed for
the usage in a Lola 2.0 specification.

Structure

The root node of our AST, which represents the given specification, contains infor-
mation about all input streams, as well as stream template and trigger definitions.
Additionally, we allow for the definition of typed constant stream variables sc of the
form

constant Tc sc = d

where d is a constant value of type Tc. The corresponding stream σc produces the
constant value d at every position. This small syntactical extension fits problem-
free into the above described semantics of Lola 2.0 and is not discussed in further
detail.
As expected the tree structure of input and constant streams is simply composed of
the type, the variable name and, in the latter case, the fixed value. Output streams
additionally consist of a list of typed parameters, stream variables of the corre-
sponding invoke, extend and terminate stream, and a stream expression. Different
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from the specification, where triggers are solely defined through their expression,
we additionally mark them by a numbered name. This allows for a differentia-
tion between several trigger notifications. The structure of stream and trigger ex-
pressions follows general expectations, except that aggregation operators any and
count are not permitted in stream expressions.

Types

Since every constant, input and output stream is defined with a type, we have to
determine which types are valid. For our AST, we consider the basic types bool,
int and string, which we call atom types. In types of the form T1 × · · · × Tk, which
we call tuple types, we restrict Ti to be of atom type for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus we achieve
that tuples can not consist of further tuples.

3.2 Dependency Graph (DG)

The DG serves as an intermediate representation of a given specification. In this
chapter, we present the implemented design, as well as how the DG is build from
the AST. Afterwards we talk about the information and resultant restrictions we
obtain by analyzing the DG.

3.2.1 Design

The implemented DG is an extended version of the one presented in Definition 2.7.
Although, we have extended sets of nodes and edges, we are still talking about a
directed multi-graph G = 〈V,E〉.

Nodes

So far the set of nodes has been composed of the input and output stream variables.
Nowwe extend V by adding a new node ri for each trigger definition. Additionally
we addnewnodes for the default empty, default true anddefault false stream called
q0, qtrue and qfalse respectively. Furthermore, we add a node qnone , which is similar
to q0, but has no effect on the evaluation. Wewill discuss the reason in Section 3.2.2.
Thus, the new set of nodes is

V = {t1, . . . , tm, s1, . . . , sn, r1, . . . , ru, q0, qtrue, qfalse, qnone}

In Section 3.2.2, we also justify why the constant streams, introduced in Section 3.1,
are not represented in the DG.
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Edges

Before we talk about how the set of edges E is composed, we give the extended
definition of an edge by

e = 〈vb, vg, w, γ〉

with base node vb, goal node vg , weight w and edge type γ ∈ Γ. The set of edge types
is given by

Γ = {invBy, invOf , extBy, extOf , terBy, terOf , evalBy, evalOf }

We now build the set of edges as follows: For each stream template definition
with template variable si, and corresponding invocation, extension and termina-
tion stream variables sinv , sext and ster respectively

• we add edges e = 〈si, sinv , 0, invBy〉 and e′ = 〈sinv , si, 0, invOf 〉 to E

• we add edges e = 〈si, sext , 0, extBy〉 and e′ = 〈sext , si, 0, extOf 〉 to E

• we add edges e = 〈si, ster , 0, terBy〉 and e′ = 〈ster , si, 0, terOf 〉 to E

Furthermore, if stream (or trigger) expression ei of template variable si, (or trigger
ri respectively,) contains some subexpression of type sk[w, d]

• we add edges e = 〈si, sk, w, evalBy〉 and e′ = 〈sk, si, w, evalOf 〉
(or e = 〈ri, sk, w, evalBy〉 and e′ = 〈sk, ri, w, evalOf 〉 respectively)
to E

where sk denotes a dependent or independent stream variable.
Thus, we obtain a multi-graph, which always contains an edge and its reverse. This
eases the gathering of information during code generation.

3.2.2 Construction

After giving a formal definition of ourDG,we nowdescribe how it is stepwise build
from the AST. Before starting the construction, we have to get rid of the constant
stream definitions, which are not represented in the DG. Since constant streams
produce the same value at every position, we replace their occurrences in the AST
by the constant value itself. After that, we build up the set of nodes V and the set
of edges E separately and combine them in a further step to the implemented DG,
which is exclusively existing of nodes, containing all information of the edges.

Nodes

We gradually build up the set of nodes by iterating over the AST and generating
a new node for every independent and dependent stream variable, and for every
trigger definition.
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Edges

The set of edges is build by an iteration over all output stream and trigger defi-
nitions of the AST. Considering the output streams, we create the edges to their
invocation, extension and termination stream together with the corresponding an-
tagonist edges in reversed direction. For the stream expressions as well as the trig-
ger expressions, we recursively search for subexpressions of the form sk[w, d] and
add appropriate edges in either direction.

The implemented DG

As mentioned above, the implemented DG is solely composed of nodes, which are
stocked with references according to their incoming and outgoing edges. Thus,
every node has following references to dependent nodes, analogically to the edge
types.
Node v has references

• invBy to its invocation node

• extBy to its extension node

• terBy to its termination node

• evalBy to the set of nodes, combined with associated offsets, which are re-
quired for the evaluation of its stream expression

• invOf to the set of nodes, which v is invocation node of

• extOf to the set of nodes, which v is extension node of

• terOf to the set of nodes, which v is termination node of

• evalOf to the set of nodes, combined with associated offset, that require v for
the evaluation of their stream expressions

To write those information into the nodes, we iterate over the set of edges. For each
edge e = 〈vb, vg, w, γ〉, a new reference to the goal node vg (combined with offset
w) is added to the base node vb according to the given edge type γ. For every node
vb, we additionally calculate the maximum absolute offset value wb of its evalOf
dependencies. wb denotes the number of past values of stream vb that have to be
stored, since other streams depend on them. Thus, the buffer size of to vb corre-
sponding streams is fixed to at minimum wb + 1 for all necessary past, and the
current value.
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At the beginning of this chapter, in Section 3.2.1, we added a new default node,
called qnone, to the set of nodes. To justify that, we assume a stream template defi-
nition s, whose invocation stream is set to the default stream s0. Nevertheless s is
defined with some parameters 〈T1 : p1, . . . , Tl : pl〉. Since the type of s0 does not fit
the parameter type T1 × · · · × Tl , s can never be invoked by its invocation stream.
To make such cases obvious, we redirect the original invocation dependency q0 to
qnone .
Although s can not be invoked by its invocation stream, it however is not negligible,
since it could be invoked as extension or termination stream of some other stream
definition s′.

3.2.3 Circular Dependencies and Restrictions

In this chapter, we talk about dependencies inside Lola 2.0 specifications and how
they lead to several restrictions. Since we only consider well-defined specifications,
we have to check if a given specification is well-formed, as is exposed in Defini-
tion 2.8. After that we justify further restrictions for Lola 2.0 in general and for the
implementation of the compiler.

Finding Circular Dependencies

For our DGG = 〈V,E〉, the general definition of a cycle and the corresponding total
weight, given in Definition 2.7, remains the same. However we have to remind, that
we always added edges in combination with their reverse edges to E, for having
easy access to all important information during code generation. Hence we have to
restrict the set of regarded edges depending on their edge types.

Relevant Edges
For the detection of circular dependencies, an edge e = 〈vb, vg, w, γ〉, leading
from node vb to node vg, is regarded, if its edge type γ ∈ {invBy, extBy, terBy,
evalBy}. In words, edge e is only interesting, if vb depends on vg, i.e. the
stream variable name of vg occurs in the stream template definition of vb.
Moreover we are able to discard some more edges from the analysis of cy-
cles. If we take a closer look at the terminate dependencies, it is recognizable
that they have no effect on the evaluation process itself. They only serve as
an indicator whether a stream is terminated at the end of the evaluation step.
Thus, we can safely discard edges of type terBy from the analysis of cycles
too. The remaining set of edges, which are relevant for cycle detection, is
composed of edges ei = 〈vb, vg, w, γ〉with type γ ∈ {invBy, extBy, evalBy}.

Finding cycles
In order to find cycles, we first divide the DG into strongly connected com-
ponents (SCCs) by using Tarjan’s depth first search algorithm [14]. In doing
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input int a
input int b

output int foo <>
ext: bar [0, false]

:= a

output bool bar <>
:= (foo [ -1 ,0]=b)

(a) Specification

a b

foo bar

0
extBy 0

0

-1

(b) Dependency Graph

Figure 3.1: extBy in circular dependency

so, we additionally extract possible self-loops.
In the next step, the remaining SCCs are searched for contained cycles by
using Johnson’s algorithm for finding all elementary circuits of a directed
graph [10].

Restrictions

Now we define some further restrictions of Lola 2.0 specifications to guarantee the
existence of exactly one evaluation model. After that we specify some limitations
of our implemented compiler.

Restrictions of Lola 2.0

1. The DG of a Lola 2.0 specification must not contain some cycle of total
weight zero, as already stated in Definition 2.8.

2. A cycle of the DGmust not contain an edge of type extBy, since this may
lead to none, or multiple evaluation models.
Example: We consider the Lola 2.0 specification given by Fig. 3.1a and
its corresponding dependency graph in Fig. 3.1b.
Stream foo and stream bar are obviously in a circular dependency con-
taining an extBy edge. Now we try to evaluate the streams regarding
following input values:
First we have to evaluate bar. Since foo does not exist yet, we have to
take the default value 0 and bar evaluates to true. That means foo is
extended and produces the value 2.
In the next evaluation step, the value of foo with offset −1 still does not
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0 1 2
a 2 2 · · ·
b 0 0 · · ·

exist. Therefore bar evaluates to true again. Thus, foo is extended and
produces the value 2 again.
Now that foo has been extended, its value with offset −1 exists and is
2. If we would take this value now for the evaluation of bar, it would
evaluate to false, and thus, foo should not have been extended.

0 1 2
foo 2 ? · · ·
bar true ? · · ·

This contradiction induces, that we do not permit extBy dependencies
in cycles.

Restrictions of our Implementation

1. As main restriction of our implemented compiler, we forbid the use of
positive offsets in stream expressions. Thus, we obtain an efficiently mon-
itorable fragment of Lola 2.0, with the assumption that the number of
instances invoked during the monitoring process is bounded, which is
often true in practice. Efficiently monitorable means that, for some speci-
fication, the memory consumption is constant in the length of the input
streams [5].

2. Considering we have some stream swith its extension stream sext which
is already evaluated. Now if a new instance of s, and therefore also a new
instance of sext is invoked, this new instance of sext will not be evaluated
during the current evaluation step. In that case, the compiler will show
an appropriate warning.

3.3 Code Generation

In this chapter, we discuss how the implemented compiler works and what the
generated code looks like. We first show the generation of the evaluation order
and how it is embedded in themonitors main.c file. Thenwe explain the generated
auxiliary data structures used to represent streams and stream templates.
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3.3.1 Evaluation Order and main.c

The evaluation order is the core part of the generated monitors main function. For
each position of the input streams, the output streams and triggers are evaluated
according to the predetermined evaluation order.

Generating the Evaluation Order (EO)

The general idea of our algorithm is to determine, which stream template is next
evaluable, since all its dependencies are already evaluated. Algorithm 1 gives a
slightly simplified version of how the evaluation order is identified. We separate a
set DONE of ready evaluated streams, and a set EVAL of streams, that are invoked but
not evaluated so far. Furthermore we have a set of pairs called INVKD. If some pair
〈v1, v2〉 ∈ INVKD, then v1 has already been invoked by an invocation value from
v2. We start our algorithm with all sets being empty. Since the values of default
and input streams are available at the beginning of an evaluation step, their nodes
are directly added to DONE. Now we have to invoke some new streams to start the
evaluation process. For every node in DONE, we are able to invoke all its invOf
dependencies. Thus, these invokes are the starting point of our evaluation order.
We have to keep in mind, that due to the invocation of some stream s, its extension
(s.extBy) and termination (s.terBy) streams are invoked recursively. All the nodes
of corresponding newly invoked streams are added to EVAL. Furthermore we add
appropriate pairs 〈v1, v2〉, with v2 being the node where v1 gets its invoke value
from, to INVKD.
In the main part of our algorithm, we iterate over the set EVAL, searching for nodes
that are ready for being evaluated next. Looking at some node v ∈ EVAL, we are
able to evaluate v, if its extension stream and all its stream expression dependencies
have already been evaluated. That means, v.extBy and all dependencies v.evalBy
have to be in DONE. If some node of v.evalBy is not yet in DONE, we can look at its
corresponding offset. Considering the offset is of negative value, we are allowed to
evaluate v anyway, since the past values always exist. Now ifwe found a node v that
can be evaluated next, it is added to our EO. Aside from that, it is removed from
EVAL and added to DONE. The evaluation of some stream v may cause some side
effects. If v is invocation stream of some other template, i.e. v.invOf 6= ∅, we have
to add that invocation to our EO. Additionally we again have to consider potential
recursive invocations and add all new invokes to EVAL and to INVKD respectively.
Furthermore we have to check, if v is termination stream of some other stream,
i.e. v.terOf 6= ∅, and add this potential termination information to the EO. Since a
node, that has been evaluated, is removed from EVAL, we are finished with our EO
as soon as the set is empty.
At the end of an evaluation step, all collected terminations are executed, before
continuing with the next step.
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1 DONE : set of stream variables that are ready evaluated
2 EVAL : set of stream variables that have to be evaluated
3 INVKD : set of stream variable pairs 〈v1, v2〉, where v1 has been invoked by v2
4 EO : evaluation order
5 function EvaluationOrder()
6 add default and input streams to DONE;
7 foreach node ∈ DONE do
8 foreach n ∈ node.invOf do
9 FnInvoke(n,node);

10 end
11 end
12 while not EVAL.empty do
13 node = EVAL.get();
14 if node.extBy ∈ DONE then
15 bool allDone := true;
16 bool negOffset := true;
17 foreach ndep ∈ node.evalBy do
18 if ndep /∈ DONE then
19 allDone := false;
20 if ndep.offset = 0 then
21 negOffset := false;
22 end
23 if allDone||negOffset then
24 FnEvaluate(node);
25 end
26 EO.add(execute all terminations);
27 end
28 function FnInvoke(n, inv)
29 if not ((n, inv) ∈ INVKD) then
30 EO.add(invoke(n, inv));
31 INVKD.add(n,node);
32 EVAL.add(n);
33 FnInvoke(n.extBy, inv);
34 FnInvoke(n.terBy, inv);
35 end
36 end
37 function FnEvaluate(node)
38 EO.add(evaluate(node));
39 EVAL.remove(node);
40 DONE.add(node);
41 foreach n ∈ node.invOf do
42 FnInvoke(n,node);
43 end
44 foreach n ∈ node.terOf do
45 EO.add(collect terminate(n,node));
46 end
47 end

Algorithm 1: Generating the Evaluation Order (EO)
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Structure of main.c

Now we look at the general structure of generated main.c files.
First we do some includes of C standard libraries.

# include <stdio.h>
# include <stdlib .h>
...

We have some further includes of the generated auxiliary data structures, that will
be explained in detail in Section 3.3.2.

# include " HashMap .h"
# include " BUFFER / Buffer_b .h"
# include " TEMPLATE / Template_i_Bb .h"
...

Before starting the main function, we declare the function getInput that manages
reading the input. Furthermore, we declare the global variable input_count to
count the current input position.

bool getInput (FILE *);
unsigned long input_count = 0;

Input streams and templates are declared as global variables too. Since input streams
can not have multiple instances, we treat them as buffers. in1 denotes an auxiliary
variable of inputStream used in function getInput as explained later on.

bool in1;
Buffer_b * inputStream ;
Template_i_Bb * someTemplate ;

At the beginning of our main function, we get the path of the input file from the
argument list and open the file to read data.

int main(int argc , char ** argv){
char* filename = argv [1];
FILE* inputfile = fopen(filename , "r");

Next, we initialize the above declared input stream and template data structures by
calling their appropriate functions.

inputStream = buffer_b_new (1);
userAction = template_i_Bb_new (1);
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Now we are ready to start the evaluation. For every new input, read from the
inputfile by the function getInput, the generated code of the EO is executed.
If it exists no new input, since the inputfile is at its end, the evaluation is finished.

while ( getInput ( inputfile )){
// generated code of the EO

}
// end of main function

Finally we take a look at the getInput function, that reads the values from the
input file into the appropriate data structures. Since C has no format specifier for
boolean values, they are read to an auxiliary variable b1 of type int and converted
to boolean type later on. After that, the input values are written to the correspond-
ing data structures by calling their appropriate function.

bool getInput (FILE* tracefile ) {
int b1;
if ( fscanf (tracefile , "%d\n", &b1) == EOF){

return false;
}
input_count ++;
in1 = b1 ? true : false;
buffer_b_writeValue ( inputStream , 0, in1);
return true;

}

3.3.2 Generated Data Structures

Nowwe look at the compiler-generated data structures, namely Tuple, Buffer and
Template, for managing stream instances and corresponding values. In general,
the instances of a template are accumulated in a generic hash map. Since there is
nothing special about the hash map, we do not discuss its code here. During an
evaluation cycle, all streams that need to be terminated at the end are collected in
a data structure called TerminateSet, which is explained later on.

Tuple

As defined in Section 3.1, a tuple is a collection of values of atom type. To store
these values, the tuple is represented by a struct as follows:
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struct Tuple_bis {
bool exists ;
char* key;
bool value1 ;
int value2 ;
char* value3 ;

};

In this case, we deal with a tuple called Tuple_bis, where the abbreviation bis
denotes the types of the collected values. That is, our tuple consists of a boolean
(value1), an integer (value2) and a string (value3). The string key is built as con-
catenation of all values and serves as key for hashing. Only if the key has been
built, the tuple is marked as existent (exists = true).
With the function

Tuple_bis * tuple_bis_new ();

a new tuple is allocated.
For every position of the tuple, a corresponding function is generated for writing
and reading the values.

void tuple_bis_writePos1 ( Tuple_bis *, bool value);
void tuple_bis_writePos2 ( Tuple_bis *, int value);
void tuple_bis_writePos3 ( Tuple_bis *, char* value);

bool tuple_bis_readPos1 ( Tuple_bis *);
int tuple_bis_readPos2 ( Tuple_bis *);
char* tuple_bis_readPos3 ( Tuple_bis *);

Since every value of a tuple is written individually, we do not want to rebuilt the
key every time a value changes. After writing all new values into the tuple, the
key is built by a call of the function tuple_bis_writeKey. Furthermore there are
functions for reading and deleting the key.
If a new key is written, the tuple is marked as existent, which can be checked by
the function tuple_bis_exists.

void tuple_bis_writeKey ( Tuple_bis *);
char* tuple_bis_readKey ( Tuple_bis *);
void tuple_bis_deleteKey ( Tuple_bis *);
bool tuple_bis_exists ( Tuple_bis *);

For copying a tuple’s values to an other tuple, or comparing the values of two tuple,
there are appropriate functions given.
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void tuple_bis_copy ( Tuple_bis *, Tuple_bis *);
bool tuple_bis_cmp ( Tuple_bis *, Tuple_bis *);

Finally we of course have a function to delete a tuple and free its allocatedmemory.

void tuple_bis_delete ( Tuple_bis *);

With all these functions, tuple are easy to handle for other data structures.

Buffer

Every stream, stores its values in a buffer. Since a stream needs to store only a cer-
tain amount of past values, we implemented a ring-buffer, which always overwrites
the oldest value. In the following, we look at the generated code of a buffer named
Buffer_Tbis. The Tbis indicates that the stored values are Tuple containing a
boolean, integer and string value, as described above. If the buffer stores values
of atom type, the name only contains the appropriate abbreviation. An element of
the buffer is represented by a struct composed of the stored value and a flag to
indicate its existence.

struct Buffer_TbisElement {
bool exists ;
Tuple_bis * value;

};

The struct of the buffer itself contains an array of size size of buffer elements.
current_index denotes the position which is written next.

struct Buffer_Tbis {
Buffer_TbisElement * element ;
unsigned int size;
unsigned int current_index ;

};

The function

Buffer_Tbis * buffer_Tbis_new ( unsigned int size);

creates a new buffer with size as the number of elements. With offset zero, new
values are written to the buffer. With offsets other than zero, we are able to write
values at arbitrary positions, but this is not used in our generated code.

void buffer_Tbis_writeValue ( Buffer_Tbis *, int offset ,
Tuple_bis * value);
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Offset zero is also used to read the most recent value. Preceding positions are ac-
cessed by negative offsets. Since reading a non-existing value leads to an error, the
existence of a value should always be checked first.

Tuple_bis * buffer_Tbis_readValue ( Buffer_Tbis *, int offset );
bool buffer_Tbis_existsValue ( Buffer_Tbis *, int offset );

To delete a buffer and all its elements we call the function:

void buffer_Tbis_delete ( Buffer_Tbis *);

Template

The Template data structure is generated to manage all instances of a template.
We look at an example template, namely Template_i_BTbis, that is invoked by an
integer value. The instances of this template produce values of the above type of
Tuple (Tbis), which are stored in a corresponding Buffer.
The struct of an instance is composed of a string key, its invocation value inv_value
and a buffer of appropriate type, to store the stream’s values.

struct Template_Tsib_BTbisStream {
char* key;
Tuple_sib * inv_value ;
Buffer_Tbis * buffer ;

};

The instances of a template are managed in a hash map with corresponding iter-
ator to be able to iterate over all instances of the template. Apart from that, the
buffer_size of the instances is stored in the template, since this information is
needed whenever a new instance is generated.

struct Template_Tsib_BTbis {
unsigned int buffer_size ;
HashMap * instances ;
HashMapIterator * iterator ;

};

To obtain a new template data structure, we call the function

Template_Tsib_BTbis * template_Tsib_BTbis_new ( unsigned int
buffer_size );

with the information of an instance’s buffer size as argument. Thereby, a hash map
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of fixed initial size and its iterator are created.
The following function is used to invoke a new instance for a given invocation value
inv_value.

void template_Tsib_BTbis_invoke ( Template_Tsib_BTbis *,
Tuple_sib * inv_value );

To invoke a new template instance, the function checks whether an appropriate
stream already exists. If that is not the case, a new stream is created and inserted
into the hash map.

bool template_Tsib_BTbis_exists ( Template_Tsib_BTbis *,
Tuple_sib * inv_value );

Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * template_Tsib_BTbisStream_new (
Tuple_sib * inv_value , unsigned int buffer_size );

To obtain more flexibility, there are two functions given to terminate an instance.
The first one receives the appropriate invocation value and the second one receives
the stream to be terminated itself.

void template_Tsib_BTbis_terminate (void* template , void*
inv_value );

void template_Tsib_BTbisStream_terminate ( Template_Tsib_BTbis *
template , Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream );

Both call the following function to delete the instance and remove it from the hash
map.

void template_Tsib_BTbisStream_delete (
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream );

For reading, writing and checking the existence of values, there are functions with
the invocation value as argument to specify the stream

void template_Tsib_BTbis_writeValue ( Template_Tsib_BTbis *,
Tuple_sib * inv_value , int offset , Tuple_bis * value);

Tuple_bis * template_Tsib_BTbis_readValue ( Template_Tsib_BTbis *,
Tuple_sib * inv_value , int offset );

bool template_Tsib_BTbis_existsValue ( Template_Tsib_BTbis *,
Tuple_sib * inv_value , int offset );

as well as functions with the appropriate stream itself as argument.
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void template_Tsib_BTbisStream_writeValue (
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream , int offset , Tuple_bis *
value);

Tuple_bis * template_Tsib_BTbisStream_readValue (
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream , int offset );

bool template_Tsib_BTbisStream_existsValue (
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream , int offset );

To read the invocation value of a stream, we can use the function:

Tuple_sib * template_Tsib_BTbisStream_getInv (
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream );

For tuple invocation types, we additionally need to have the possibility to directly
access the parameters of the tuple.

char* template_Tsib_BTbisStream_getParam1 (
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream );

int template_Tsib_BTbisStream_getParam2 (
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream );

bool template_Tsib_BTbisStream_getParam3 (
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * stream );

After resetting the iterator, we can repeatedly call its function
template_Tsib_BTbisIterator_next until it returns NULL, to access all streams of
the template.

void template_Tsib_BTbisIterator_reset ( Template_Tsib_BTbis *);
Template_Tsib_BTbisStream * template_Tsib_BTbisIterator_next (

Template_Tsib_BTbis *);

There is one last function to determine the number of instances existing in the tem-
plate, which implements the aggregation operator count.

unsigned int template_Tsib_BTbis_getSize ( Template_Tsib_BTbis *);

Given above functions to manage stream templates, it is quite simple to transform
the, with Algorithm 1, generated EO into C code. However our compiler produces
the code directly, without generating the EO in terms of some intermediate repre-
sentation.
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Special Cases Apart from the general template data structure , we differentiate
two special cases of template definitions:

1. Invoked by default empty stream
A template that is invoked by the default empty stream and has no parame-
ters, can only have a single instance invoked by the empty tuple. Such tem-
plates are represented by a single buffer and a flag to mark if the stream is
currently invoked.

2. Invoked by bool stream
A template that is invoked by a stream of type bool, can at most have two
instances invoked by true and false. Such a template is represented by two
streams with corresponding invocation value and flags to mark if the stream
is currently invoked.

TerminateSet

The TerminateSet data structure is used to collect all stream instances, that have to
be terminated at the end of an evaluation step. After finishing an evaluation step
all streams that have been collected will be terminated.
Since we are talking about C code, it is not enough to collect the streams, but we
also need to know, which function has to be called to terminate some stream. The
termination function of a streamgenerally receives a pointer to the template and the
appropriate invocation value of the stream. Therefore, a pointer to a termination
function is defined as follows:

typedef void (* TerminateFun )(void*, void *);

The TerminateSet is implemented as a struct composed of a linked list of elements
and a pointer to the next free spot in the list.

struct TerminateSet {
TerminateSetElem * elements ;
TerminateSetElem * next;

};

An element of the set contains a pointer to the template (temp) and to the invoca-
tion value (inv), as well as the function pointer to the corresponding termination
function (terminate). Furthermore it stores a pointer to the next element in the list.
Initially, new memory is allocated for every new element added to the list. Instead
of freeing the memory after terminating the elements, we set the flag empty, to
avoid unnecessary reallocations.
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struct TerminateSetElem {
bool empty;
TerminateSetElem * next;
TerminateFun terminate ;
void* temp;
void* inv;

};

Before starting the evaluation process of the monitor, the TerminateSet, if needed,
is created and initialized.

TerminateSet * terminateSet_new ();

The following function is used during the evaluation for adding new elements to
the set.

void terminateSet_add ( TerminateSet * ts , TerminateFun fun ,
void* temp , void* inv);

At the end of every evaluation step the function

void terminateSet_term ( TerminateSet * ts);

is called to terminate all collected streams and to reset the list.



Chapter 4

Experiments

In this chapter we compare the performance of our compiled C code monitors to
an interpreter implemented in Swift [1]. We first describe the considered example
specifications and then present our findings.

4.1 Specifications

4.1.1 Web Application Fingerprinting

The first example is on the application of network intrusion detection and was pri-
marily presented in [5]. A slightly modified version of the specification, describing
a pattern for detecting a web application fingerprinting attack, is given in Fig. 4.1.
Such an attack is performed by sending arbitrary HTTP requests to a server and
waiting for its response. Since the hostile client mostly performs random requests,
the server replies inmany cases a Bad Request or a PageNot Foundmessage. To detect
such an attack, we monitor IP addresses initiating bad replies and check whether
they keep on sending further requests.
Our specification in Fig. 4.1 slightly differs from the one given in Faymonville et
al. [5]. To avoid expensive string comparisons we define input streams of integer
type for Source and Destination addresses. The Protocol is also specified by an
integer number, where 1 represents the HTTP protocol. We only separate positive
and negative server responses to be able to use a boolean value as ResponsePhrase.
In the specification, the stream badRequest evaluates to true, whenever a badHTTP
request is detected. If that is the case, the stream badHttpRequestInvoke is ex-
tended by the corresponding pair of Source and Destination. This starts themoni-
toring process by invoking corresponding template instances for
badHttpRequestExtend, webAppFingerprintingTerminate and
webAppFingerprinting. Whenever the same pair initiates another bad request,
badHttpRequestExtend evaluates true and webAppFingerprinting counts the in-
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input int Protocol
input bool ResponsePhrase
input int Source
input int Destination

output bool badRequest <>
:= ( Protocol = 1) & ( ResponsePhrase = false )

output (int ,int) badHttpRequestInvoke <>
extend : badRequest

:= (Source , Destination )

output bool badHttpRequestExtend <int src , int dst >
invoke : badHttpRequestInvoke

:= (( src = Source ) & (dst = Destination )) & ( ResponsePhrase =
false )

output bool webAppFingerprintingTerminate <int src , int dst >
invoke : badHttpRequestInvoke

:= (( src = Source ) & (dst = Destination )) & ( ResponsePhrase =
true)

output int webAppFingerprinting <int src , int dst >
invoke : badHttpRequestInvoke
extend : badHttpRequestExtend
terminate : webAppFingerprintingTerminate

:= webAppFingerprinting (src ,dst)[-1,0] + 1

trigger any( webAppFingerprinting > threshold )

Figure 4.1: Lola 2.0 specification web application fingerprinting attack
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input int SensorId
input int SensorData

output bool action <int id >
invoke : SensorId

:= SensorId = id

output int splitData <int id >
invoke : SensorId
extend : action

:= SensorData

output int windowSum <int id >
invoke : SensorId
extend : action

:= ( windowSum (id)[-1,0] + splitData (id)[0 ,0]) -
splitData (id)[ -10 ,0]

output int average <int id >
invoke : SensorId
extend : action

:= windowSum (id)[0 ,0] / 10

output bool highValue <int id >
invoke : SensorId

:= average (id)[0 ,0] > threshold1

output int newAlert <int id >
invoke : SensorId
extend : highValue

:= id

output bool terminAlert <int id >
invoke : newAlert
terminate : terminAlert

:= average (id)[0 ,0] < threshold1

output bool Alert <int id >
invoke : newAlert
terminate : terminAlert

:= average (id)[0 ,0] > threshold2

trigger any(Alert = true)
trigger count(Alert) > threshold3

Figure 4.2: Lola 2.0 specification sensor data monitoring
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cidents. If the client initiates at some point a positive request, the corresponding
instance of webAppFingerprintingTerminate evaluates to true and themonitoring
of that pair is terminated.
If the quantity of bad responses induced by any instance of the
webAppFingerprinting template exceeds a certain threshold, the trigger gener-
ates a notification to indicate a potential web application fingerprinting attack.

4.1.2 Sensor Data Monitoring

Our second specification given in Fig. 4.2 focuses some simple statistical measure-
ments. Given an input stream SensorId consisting of sensor IDs and a correspond-
ing input stream SensorData of sensor data, we want to monitor the compliance of
a specific sensor’s data stream with some given requirements. To correctly work
on the data of some sensor, we first have to split the input data stream into new
splitData streams. That means, for every new ID of SensorId, a new instance of
splitData is invoked. Whenever new data for a specific sensor arrives, the corre-
sponding action stream evaluates to true and the data is written to its splitData
instance.
With the templates windowSum and average, some simple statistics on the sensor’s
data are computed. An instance of windowSum computes the sliding window sum
of the last 10 values by continuously adding the latest value to, and subtracting the
value with offset -10 from the sum. The template average determines the average
of the last 10 values by dividing the windowed sum by 10.
With highValue we check if some sensors average value exceeds a certain
threshold1. Happening so, newAlert is extended by the corresponding sensor
ID and induces the invocation of Alert and terminAlert to start its monitoring.
If at some point the average falls below the threshold again, terminAlert evalu-
ates to true and the monitoring process of the associated sensor is terminated. On
the other hand, if the average value exceeds a threshold2, a trigger notification is
generated by the aggregation operator any. Another trigger notification is initiated
whenever the amount (operator count) of currently monitored sensor IDs exceeds
threshold3.

4.1.3 Specification Analysis

We briefly analyze the given specifications on main differences so that we can in-
terpret the results better.

• Theweb application fingerprinting (WAF) specification is composed of 5 tem-
plate definitions. badRequest and badHttpRequestInvoke represent single
streams, whereas the other 3 templates support instance invocation. Except
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from the webAppFingerprinting template, whose instances need to have a
buffer of size 2, all templates get by with a single value for their current posi-
tion. TheWAF specification contains only 1 arithmetical expression, occuring
in the webAppFingerprinting template, besidemany comparison and logical
operations.

• The sensor data monitoring (SDM) specification is composed of 8 template
definitions, all supporting instance invocation. Except from Alert and
terminAlert, which only contain the currently monitored sensor instances,
the templates contain all possible instances, since they are invoked by the in-
put stream SensorId. Besides the templates with buffers of size 1, the SDM
specification consist also of the windowSum template, whose buffers are of size
2, and the splitData template with buffers of size 11, to be able to store the
last 10 values. There are 3 arithmetical expressions and several comparison
operations occurring in the SDM specification.

Looking at above recapitulation of our example specifications we can state that
SDM is the more expensive one. It is not only composed of more templates with
stream invocation, but also needs to store a good dealmore values at every position.
Additionally the SDM template expressions contain the more costly operations.

4.2 Experiment Conditions

We conducted our experiments on randomly generated data traces of lengths 100
thousand, 500 thousand and 1 million steps. For the WAF specification, we gen-
erated appropriate traces with the number of possible invocations limited to 100,
250, 500 and 900 instances. The probability of seeing a bad request in input stream
ResponsePhrase was set to 30%.
For the SDMspecification themaximumnumber of possible invocationswasmerely
set to 10, 50 and 100, since this specification is more costly as determined in Sec-
tion 4.1.3. The values of the data stream SensorData were set to numbers from 0 to
100.
In our experiment, the data traces were processed by the interpreter and by the
compiled C code monitors. Thereby information on total running time as well as
its separation into system time and user time was gathered. Furthermore we ob-
served the maximum resident set size and the number of minor page faults. All
experiments were executed on a MacBook Pro 2016 with an 3.3 GHz Intel Core i7
Processor and a 16GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3 RAM.
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4.3 Experimental Results

Our experiments show that the runtime increases nearly linear with the length of
the input trace, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4. The variance of some val-
ues, especially the C code runtime on 1 million steps in Fig. 4.4b, can be explained
by worse external circumstances like lower CPU time and an extremely high num-
ber of involuntary context switches.
As presented in Fig. 4.3, at low numbers of instances the compiled code is faster
than the interpreter by a factor of about 4.4 for the SDM specification and about
8 for the WAF specification. However, we have to consider that in general C code
is faster than Swift by a factor of about 2.5. If the number of instances grows, we
can see a dramatical increase of the C code runtime in Fig. 4.4, whereas the run-
time of the interpreter rises only slightly. That is illustrated again in Fig. 4.5, where
we plotted the runtime depending on the instance count for a fixed trace length
of 1 million steps. The high variance of the runtime of WAF with 500 instances in
Fig. 4.5a can be explained by an extremely high number of more than 90000 invol-
untary context switches during its execution, compared to about maximum 20000
for other executions of that trace length. Therefore, this value is not representative,
since its spreading is caused by external circumstances.
Obviously, the speed of our compiled code highly depends on the amount of exist-
ing template instances. This can be explained by a very optimized template itera-
tion in contrast to our implemented linked list of hash map entries. Additionally,
the evaluation algorithm implemented in the interpreter is more efficient, since it
directly evaluates a stream when its extension stream evaluates to true. Thereby a
lot of iterations are stinted compared to our compiled code, which always iterates
over thewhole template for its evaluation. Thatmeans that the C codemonitor per-
forms an extremely higher amount of iterations during an evaluation step, which
of course slows down its speed the more instances are invoked.
Comparing system time to user time in the SDM example as shown in Fig. 4.6, we
can see that they almost equally increase more or less linear with the number of in-
stances. The variance is again induced by external happenings. It behaves the same
for theWAF example and is therefore not presented separately. We have to remark,
that the system time of our compiled code is even for a large amount of instances
much lower than the system time of the interpreter, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6a. This
could be explained by a higher quantity of memory allocation calls due to the in-
terpreter’s expensive bookkeeping data structures. Nevertheless, it will exceed the
system time of the interpreter somewhere along the way, which can be traced back
to the missing optimization of our generated code.
Looking at the maximum resident set size (RSS) presented in Fig. 4.7, we recognize
a difference by factor 5 for high instances inWAF and factor 9 for SDM, which stays
relatively constant over the instance count in the latter case. The higher memory
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Figure 4.3: Small number of instances

usage of the interpreter can be explained by its big amount of bookkeeping struc-
tures to achieve higher performance, aswell as the general overhead it brings along.
Due to the higher amount of memory, the number of minor page faults is also
higher for the interpreter and in general behaves according to the RSS. Here we
have a factor of about 4.5 to 5.5 in the WAF and about 6.5 in the SDM specification.
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Figure 4.4: High number of instances
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Figure 4.5: Fixed trace length of 1 million steps
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Figure 4.6: Sensor Data Monitoring with 1 million steps
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Figure 4.7: Maximum resident set size with 1 million steps



Chapter 5

Future Work

Since we have implementation-specific limitations and do not use perfectly opti-
mized data structures, there are several approaches to future work. In Section 3.2.3
we imposed two restrictions that would be of interest to remove. One restriction,
which is relatively easy to solve, has been induced by generating a strict evaluation
order for the templates. That precluded the evaluation of a new invoked instance
during the same step, if the evaluation of the corresponding template has already
been finished. A solution to this problem can be achieved by implementing a fixed-
point algorithm for an evaluation step. That means, we iterate the evaluation order
until there is no stream left to be evaluated.
The ban on positive offset references in Lola 2.0 was a major restriction, which al-
lowed for the consideration of only efficiently monitorable specifications. Dealing
with positive offsetswould necessitate the use ofmore flexible data structures, since
the evaluation of a value could be delayed indefinitely, by a not yet evaluable ex-
tension stream.
Not only these possible extensions of the compiler, but also the removal of ineffi-
ciencies in the generated code will be part of future work. One optimization could
be done by a better memory management. Instead of freeing no longer used mem-
ory, we could retain it and stint time-consuming reallocations. A more specific ex-
ample is the data structure used for templates. Managing integer invoked streams
would be faster using multi-level arrays, or even preallocated arrays of fixed size,
if the range of possible invokes is given. Moreover, the iterator of the hash map
could be optimized to speed up the evaluation process of the template. That could
be accomplished by additionally storing all instances of the hash map in an array,
and using it for iterations.
To decrease iterations in general, we could change the evaluation method by better
using the known dependencies. Since an instance of a template is merely evalu-
ated if its extension stream evaluates to true, we could directly link its evaluation
in sequence to its extension stream. This would stint the iteration for evaluating
the template.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesiswe presented an approach for the compilation of Lola 2.0 specifications
to C code monitors as well as the implementation of the compiler. After describing
the abstract syntax tree of a Lola 2.0 specification, we introduced the dependency
graph (DG) as intermediate representation and briefly explained its implementa-
tion. We restricted our considerations on efficiently monitorable specifications and
proposed their definition by means of the DG. Since most applications do not re-
quire positive offsets, the restriction is feasible and greatly simplifies the compila-
tion approach. Thus, we were able to present an algorithm to generate a strict eval-
uation order which enabled a straightforward implementation of the monitor. We
gave an example of the general main.c file setup and explained further generated
data structures, representing the templates and stream instances of a specification.
Sincewe implemented the compiler, we could compare its performance to the inter-
preter. Therefore we presented two example specifications with slightly different
characteristics and employed them for our experiments. The interpreter and the C
code monitors were fed with the same randomly generated input data of three dif-
ferent lengths and a variable amount of possible invocations. The results showed
that for fewer instance counts, the generated monitor is able to beat the interpreter.
Unfortunately its runtime rapidly grows with the amount of instances, since the
data structures of the monitor are rather simple and easy to understand than opti-
mized for performance. Looking at the maximum resident set size, we saw that for
our examples the interpreter requires up to 9 times more memory, which is a nice
result for our C code monitors.
All in all, the experiments provided better results than expected, since it was not
our primary goal to implement a perfect evaluation algorithm and to generate op-
timized data structures for achieving high-performance C code monitors. We take
it as a success, that we could beat the interpreter at least for the lower number of
instances. Moreover, we are actually able to generate fairly clear and understand-
able C code from a given Lola 2.0 specification, which was our main goal for this
thesis. In comparison to the interpreter, this represents a great advantage in terms
of higher flexibility and increased maintainability, and greatly promotes the use of
Lola 2.0 for industrial deployment.
As we have seen, our compiler and the generated monitor code are not perfect, but
leave room for interesting future work to beat the interpreter in all respects.
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